
the professional car
with functional elegance

TT earse & Ambulance Sales,
Jn. Inc. is proud to introduce theJL± Inc. is proud to introduce the
new Silverado 10 Conversion; a
new concept in a professional car
for your special application.
Designed to go where you go, the
Silverado 10 Conversion is both

rugged enough for the most dif
ficult roads and professional

enough for the most sensitive
situation. Every detail has been
designed with your particular needs
in mind. From the hard working 4-
wheel drive optional to this vehicle
to the convenience of end loading,
you'll find the Silverado 10 Con
version an exceptional value.
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performance with style
The Silverado 10 was designed to be seen. The

lines are sleek, the look is elegant. One concept
of this professional car is proportion - plenty of
functional space with nothing in excess. Trim,
quiet, dignified - the natural extension of a
professional business. Any standard color of
your choice complete with matching interior is
available at no extra charge.

thousands of miles of
dependability — guaranteed

For sheer manueverability anywhere on super
highways, city streets, and back roads you can
depend on the Silverado 10 Conversion. With 4-
wheel drive at your command, you can be con
fident wherever you are in any weather. The
manufacturer guarantees the Silverado 10 for 12
months or 12,000 miles. In addition. Hearse &
Ambulance Sales, Inc. warrenties all parts and
workmanship of the Conversion for the same
period of time.



The Silverado 10 Conversion offers

easy access to interior space.
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One look at the interior will reveal

that careful consideration has been
given to every detail.

This total concept, in end loading
results in a surprising capacity but
not at the cost ofmanuverbility.

end loading - naturally

For your special convenience, the Silverado 10 Con
version is designed for easy end loading. You'll appreciate
its spaciousness and you'll be surprised at how easily its
spaciousness can be utilized. The Conversion is a full
height, full width vehicle at no cost to aesthetic appeal;
one of the many features that makes the Silverado 10 Con
version your natural choice among professional cars.

Hearse & Ambulance Sales Inc.

8011 Jefferson Davis Highway
Richmond, Virginia 23234
Phone 275-2624
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PROFESSIONAL CAR
CONVERSION
BY HEARSE & AMBULANCE SALES


